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Ql. Choose the best option category given below each statement

i. Crime is a behavior that is covered by

(lxl0) =10 Marks

a). laws

b). statutes

c). mores

d). a&b

ii. The law that is concerned with acts, mental states, and accompanying circumstances or
consequences which constitutes necessary features of various crimes is called

a). criminal law
b). procedural law
c). substantive law
d). none

iii. Presence of guilty mind in any conduct refers to

a). deviance

b). mens rea

c). a&b

d). violation of folkways
iv. Criminal laws are enacted, modified, and repealed by

a). public

b). police

c). legislative bodies

d). none

v). Crime of serious nature and are punishable by death or incarceration for a years or more in a
state prison are known as

a). misdemeanors

b). torts

c). felonies

d).b&d P.T.O.



vi). Cesare Lombroso is known as

a). father of scientific criminology
b). prominent figure ofclassical school

c). control theorist

d). modern criminologist
vii). When we punish malefactor A by imprisonment, we wish to warn A from committing

further offenses. Such deterrence is known as

a). general detenence

b). specific deterrence

c). retribution

d). a&c

viii. G.C. Homans and Peter M. Blau are known as

a). Social behaviorist

b). Exchange theorists

c). Rational Choice theorists

d).b&c
ix. White collar crime

a). is often considered more of a social problem

b). involves individuals using business or the marketplace to commit crime

c). results in social and economic damage that equally or more damaging than street

crimes

d).b&c
x. Who was of view that criminal is born criminal

a). Sheldon

b). Lombroso

c). Bonger

d). None
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Q2. Give shofi answer to the following with suitable examples1. Difference between crime and-deviance
2. Parole
3. Professional Crimes
4. Crime as social problem

Attempt Any Two questions from lhe following questions.

Q3. Differentiate between substantive and procedural law. What arecriminal law? Explain with suitable 
"*u*pG.''-

Q4' Describe various approaches used to explain criminal behavior. How does .Differential

fitHr'::' 
Theory' anempt to exprain criminal behavior in socio-psychologicar perspecrive?

Q5' what is meant bv reformative treatment of criminals? FIow and in what ways probationhelps rehabilitate criminals? Explain.

(5X4) = 20 Marks

(2X15)= 30 Marks
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